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Makomborero (which means “blessings” in the local

Zimbabwean language, Shona) is a UK registered

charity that relieves poverty in Africa through the

education of its children.

Makomborero achieves this by investing time and

money in disadvantaged communities in Zimbabwe,

enabling gifted children fulfil their potential, and

provide them with hope and a future.
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Who are we?



What we do...
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Makomborero, through voluntary
contributions of its supporters, is
able to lift beneficiaries out of
poverty by providing schooling,
accommodation, as well as
mentoring and basic educational
resources. As a result, children
are motivated to learn and
maximise their potential to
improve the lives of their
families, and themselves.

“Empowering the few to impact the many.”

Tunde Olorunfemi



How we do it...
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Makomborero UK generates funds

through charitable donations, and

corporate sponsorships. This,

alongside specialist support,

resources its local partner,

Makomborero Zimbabwe -

coordinated by Mark and Laura

Albertyn.

Mark and Laura Albertyn moved to

the UK in 2003 from Zimbabwe,

and set up Makomborero; with the

vision of returning to Zimbabwe to

work in disadvantaged

communities, focusing on A-level

education.

Prior to that, Mark taught A-level

Mathematics and Physics at an

independent school in Zimbabwe,

developing a passion for the

scholarship students he taught. In

July 2010 the dream of going back

to Zimbabwe was realised with the

support of Makomborero UK. They

have four young children, Matthew,

Zoe, Ella and Phoebe.

Makomborero Zimbabwe’s ‘know-

how’, client relationships, and local

knowledge, enables us effectively

reach our target beneficiaries in

practical and sustainable ways.

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to 

change the world.”

Nelson Mandela

Makomborero UK works with
Makomborero Zimbabwe by
issuing grants and expertise to
support various initiatives in
fulfilment of its charitable
objectives.

Although separately registered,
and legally distinct organisations
(ie with different boards of
trustees) we work in partnership
to maximise outcomes for
beneficiaries.



Where we do it...
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Makomborero UK grants enable

Makomborero Zimbabwe deliver its

unique award-winning A-Level

education model; benefitting over 150

underprivileged students in and around

a two-hour radius of Harare. This has

literally been the difference between

dreams being crushed by the barrier of

poverty, and ambitions being realised

with access to further education.

Local and international partners

continue to be instrumental in

Makomborero’s delivery strategy, along

with strong networks that support

students studying away from their rural

homes, or even abroad.

Makomborero UK is privileged to be in

partnership with Makomborero

Zimbabwe, whose project co-

ordinators, Mark and Laura Albertyn,

along with their local board,

employees, and volunteers, continue to

stay committed and driven in

transforming the lives of young

Zimbabweans; no matter the

challenges.

“Be engaged where you are NOW; to make an impact with what you have 

NOW, to do what you can already do NOW. Tomorrow’s increase will be 

realised from today’s collective NOWs” 

Tunde Olorunfemi



Grant making policy
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Makomborero UK, as a grant

making trust, remains satisfied

partnering with Makomborero

Zimbabwe to achieve its objects.

Our annual review verify projects

remain in line with goals; supported

with periodic reports, audits, and

Trustee visits to inspect projects

and interview beneficiaries.

Recipients of our grant making

programmes are still secondary

school students, but we remain

Grant making consideration

Committed to the end-to-end pathway

designed to support intakes beyond

the tenure of supported schemes (eg

primary and tertiary students). We

have also included support of

empowerment programmes for the

wider community via entrepreneurial

skills. This remains consistent with the

goal of alleviating hardship

Makomborero’s success is still based

on its unique engagement with high

potential students, otherwise denied

access to further education by poverty.

Beneficiaries are selected through a

rigorous testing process and placed

in leading schools, while being

mentored in readiness for future

opportunities. The Board has

reviewed and maintained the

partnership in line with wishes of

supporters and local partners.

The impressive student results and

rate of return on investment has not

only been a key validation of the

Charity’s success, but also a

consistent attraction for local

donors, and other delivery partners.



Governance
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The UK Board continues to oversee

year-on-year growth in Makomborero’s

programmes; supported by rigorous

structures that provide resilience for

Zimbabwe’s challenging economic

and political climate.

Risk management

This has encouraged increased

supporter confidence, and expanded

activities in spite of it.

Tested systems have been used to

mitigate risks (eg safeguarding, etc)

as well as adapt to comply with new

regulations (eg GDPR).

We continue to utilise SAGE

(Supporter Advisory Group and

Experts) as a means to access

specialist skills within our support

network (eg auditors, lawyers,

accountants, risk managers, etc) to

ensure resilient processes.

Makomborero maintains a quarterly

review of its risk profile; by monitoring

emerging issues/opportunities

flagged by industry trends, local

reports, and regular assessments.

This informed required Trustee skills,

fiscal assurance/reserves levels, grant

disbursements, etc.

Such assessments were crucial to

enable local operations survive the

liquidity squeeze and political

instability experienced in

Zimbabwe.

We also increased support to

improve local risk profile of

Makomborero Zimbabwe. This

improved resilience for local

operations.

The Board is satisfied current

measures enable it flag, review and

address concerns or advantages, to

adapt accordingly.



Finance Review
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Makomborero remains financially resilient, having retained a core support base,

and gained additional funding through events and large donations. Multi-year

commitments, in a couple of cases, have allowed for long-term planning. The

Trust has been able to gear up for major outlays to Makomborero Zimbabwe

planned in the coming year: eg. Resource Centre perimeter fencing, solar panel

installations and a new bus to support student transportation.

Income for the year was £67,433 (2018 £95,177) of which £14,755 was in

respect of regular donations, and £51,326 in respect of one off donations.

Restricted income of £5,200 relates to student sponsorship from an invaluable

corporate partnership with the Next Energy Foundation.

Expenditure for the year was £55,140 (2018 £86,751) of which grants made to

partners in Zimbabwe amounted to £46,008 (2018 £67,513).

Reserves Policy

Makomborero has a reserves policy of

maintaining a six-month funding

buffer as part of its resilience strategy.

The year saw us still maintain a higher

amount as a result of continued

issues remitting funds to Zimbabwe;

most caused by Government fiscal

policies aimed at controlling inflation.

Thankfully, the increase in

‘unrestricted fund donations’ (i.e.

‘free’ cash to be spent at the Charity’s

discretion) allows us plan delivery of a

number of priority capital intensive

projects limed up.

We continue to explore means to

reduce reliance on cash transactions

within Zimbabwe – e.g. paying

suppliers directly, bulk shopping in

neighbouring countries, etc. – to

counter local liquidity challenges, as

well as volatility of exchange rates.



Fundraising
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Makomborero remains grateful for its

enthusiastic support base, whose continued

endeavours generate the income that fund our

programmes.

Some activities have even become annual

events, such as ‘Peter’s Commute’ (a sponsored

walk by Sheffield Girls School), and corporate

donations, in addition to ad hoc 10k runs, half-

marathons, climbs, swims,

pub quizzes, etc. Their

generosity and passion

has yielded a significant

level of donations,

enabling the

targeted completion

of projects.

There has also been

concerted efforts to broaden

online platforms for more

accessibility. Avenues like

‘amazon-smile’, ‘Give-as-you-

live’ have not only provided

additional income, but

expanded access for our

brand.

Makomborero has been able

to build on this base to make

its delivery model more

sustainable. Furthermore, we

are able to bring forward a

number of capital projects to

improve user experience and

opportunities for

beneficiaries.



Supporter Advisory Group & Experts (SAGE)
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This scheme was introduced by

Makomborero UK in 2016, as a

strategy to harness specialist skills,

advice and networks, within its

supporter ranks. It remains a

valuable resource for the Charity;

providing expertise beyond the

Board’s capacity, in addition to

saving costs of engaging

comparable labour or talent. We

continue to be encouraged by the

enthusiasm demonstrated by the

take-up of tasks and offer of

contacts, assets and services.

Benefits realised this reporting

period included;

- Nomination of a new Trustee

from its pool.

- Planning resources for annual

November Supporter event.

- Production of monthly

Newsletters

- Risk management assessment

and review, plus advice for

Makomborero Zimbabwe

operations

- Access to major donations

- etc

We continue to welcome support in

the following areas:

- Accounting/Financial Management

- Business Grant application

- Campaign management Compliance

- Consultancy

- Education/teaching/training

- Entrepreneurship

- Events Creation & Organisation

- Fundraising (event)

- Marketing/Communication/Sales

- Market Research

- Media (IT/Web development,

database & social media management)

- Negotiation

- Operational Expertise

- Project Management

- Publicity

- Risk analysis and management

- Technical Expertise; eg. agriculture

The list is not endless. We are happy

to discuss other areas supporters

would like to get involved in.

Interested members can get in touch

with the UK Board through its contact

details –

info@makomborero.info



Resource Centre
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This is the hub of Makomborero

Zimbabwe operations, and

beyond serving as the boarding

house, offers extracurricular

activities that benefit both

internal and external students (eg

swimming, subsistence farming,

etc).

Having settled in, focus has been

on securing its perimeter,

refurbishing spaces to enable

separate gender facilities, as well

as install solar panels and bore

hole to make it sustainable.

We continue to experience

generous support from local

partners, who not only fund some

of these, but also donate in kind

for things like groceries, etc.

REVIEW OF THE YEAR’S ACTIVITIES



Partnership Schools
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Scholarships continue to be

focused on Sciences (Mathematics,

Physics, Chemistry and Biology) or

Commercials (Mathematics,

Accounts, Economics and

Management of Business).

Schools offering scholarships: 

 

 
Hellenic Academy 

 

 
St Georges College 

 

 

Gateway High School 

The support of these schools

continue to be the mainstay of our

A-Level programme. Their continued

commitment, even in tough

economic times, is appreciated in

realising our goal of providing

access to quality A-Level education.

The partnership (worth

$50k/student) remains critical to

the success of

Makomborero’s

flagship programme.

2018 Results:

Cambridge upper sixth A2 A-level results -

internal students

A* - 1; A – 17; B - 7

Cambridge lower sixth AS results - internal 

students

A – 14; B – 8; C - 4

Zimsec A-levels- external students

A – 20; B – 6; C - 2 



Revision School
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Once again, the sensitive political

situation in Zimbabwe resulted in

Makomborero Zimbabwe postponing

the annual Revision School (a summer

programme used to support learning

for students in the summer holidays).

Alternative support was still realised

through beneficiaries like Clarety

Kaseke and Rufara Nyoni, who lead

the Davis Peace Project, facilitating

equal access to modern education: at

Seke 1 High School in Chitungwiza.

The project brought together a total of

70 students through a series of

workshops on university and

scholarship applications, career

guidance and studying using textbook

pdfs on desktops.

Makomborero Camp

The students enjoyed a bonding

session climbing up Domboshava

Mountain, along with visiting UK Board

Member Nicola Baldwin and other

friends of Makomborero.

The activity helped participants build

deep and lasting relationships, and

proved useful integrating both internal

and external students.



The Mobile Science Laboratory pilot

proved a huge success, so it is now

run as a six-week programme, with

practical Biology and Physics

experiments.

The input of Makomborero Alumni

has been instrumental in developing

and delivering the sessions, as well

as providing ongoing student support.

The beneficiaries are drawn from

eight schools across various districts

in Harare and Norton.

For many, this will be the only

opportunity to put into practice what

they learn in theory from textbooks.

Many attest to the opportunity helping

them discover their talents, skills and

passion for science.

The laboratory is currently located at

the Resource Centre due to required

authorisation from the ministry being

awaited, notwithstanding this has not

been allowed to hinder the benefit

being realised.

Plans remain in place to roll out

dedicated laboratories for each

science subject.
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Mobile Science Laboratory



This is a dedicated programme

launched in collaboration with ALA

Mastercard and past Makomborero

Zimbabwe young ladies, launched

in May 2017. Its goal is to impact

vulnerable girls who easily drop out

of school due to many economic

and cultural factors.

A successful GlobalGiving campaign

was used to design the curriculum

and plan resources to sustain it.

The project runs as weekly

meetings delivered by past

Makomborero students. The young

ladies get to know first hand the

struggles the mentors overcame,

and be inspired themselves to

dream big.

The success of the Mentorship

programme last year, created a

platform for two remote sessions to

run this year; delivered entirely by

mentors and mentor trainees.

Based in Mabvuku, the pre-launch

meeting went well, explaining

safeguarding and the practicalities

of the programme. We are confident

seeds for long-term impacts are

being sown by stirring hopes

through the realisation of present

and future possibilities.

Girl Mentorship Programme
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External Students
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Support for our students doesn’t

stop after A-Levels. In order to

ensure that our scholarship

students go as far as they can with

their education, Mark and Laura

work with these students to apply

for university scholarships around

the world. Those students who don’t

benefit from university scholarships

are offered a grant to study at a

Zimbabwean university. These

grants will be repaid once the

students are in full-time

nevertheless they form a significant

tranche of our beneficiaries. They

have access to extracurricular

activities put on at The Resource

Centre; such as swimming, music

lessons, field trips, computer

resources, etc; in addition to

pastoral and welfare support. They

also get post-secondary school

support with applications to tertiary

institutions and internships.

University Grant Scheme
employment, making this scheme self-

supporting. We had our first University

Graduates in 2017.

Makomborero also supports a

number of A-level students who

don’t qualify for the scholarship

scheme (8 per year); paying their

school fees in local government

schools, examination fees and

providing them with textbooks.

Their academic achievements

are limited by the available

capacity of partner schools,



Support of Rural Schools
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Mark and Laura have worked in

Mondoro / Ngezi supporting local

government schools, helping to

raise achievement. Along with

Makomborero students, they pop

into rural schools painting

blackboards and providing

textbooks. These schools often

don’t receive much outside help

and are always grateful for any

support that they get. There are

future plans to establish a more

strategic partnership with rural

schools by designing sustainable

programmes that offer a platform

for Makomborero beneficiaries to

give back with practical support and

community engagement..

Work with Infant Schools
This work started in Mondoro / Ngezi

area when Laura lived and worked in

2010. Like most rural primary schools

it was over subscribed and under

resourced. Laura spent time playing

games, and doing music, dance and

craft sessions with the pupils in Grade

0 – ranging in age from 3 to 5 years.

Makomborero students now join Laura

in providing resources for extra-

curricular programmes and organising

events. The students learn to give

back through this, while providing the

infants with rich experiences.



NDEIPI Business Training 
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This year Makomborero launched a

partnership with NDEIPI Business

Training – ONE Hope Initiatives – to

provide Makomborero Zimbabwe

families with business skills.

Ndeipi is an entrepreneurial, small

business training course that

empowers participants by teaching

them to generate an income as

faithful stewards of the little they

possess. The Training promotes an

interdependent (co-operative)

approach, and discourages

dependence and helplessness

many people resign themselves to.

After being trained in income

generation and financial

management, each individual is

given a US$1(or equivalent) to

demonstrate what can be done with

little. Once they start making a

profit, their income increases and

they grow this, generating the

initiative further. It also boosts the

confidence of participants as they

begin to see themselves as

successful.

The plan is to build on this success

by running four sessions in 2019,

and are excited to see its growth.



Giving Back
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Makomborero is proud to have been

part of the National Clean-up

Campaign partnering with SPAR

Zimbabwe through their Ashbrittle

Branch. The Clean-up ran under the

theme: "Separation from source".

The students and Makomborero

community picked litter around the

shopping centre and disseminated

information to shoppers and the

local community on the importance

of waste management and benefits

to the environment.

This forms one of many social-

action initiatives being used to

provide Makomborero students with

outlets to impact their communities

directly.

The avenue follows on from existing

opportunities exercised through a

combination of self-initiated efforts,

and those organised by the Charity –

eg supporting infant schools,

organising revision sessions in

townships, providing music lessons for

children in refugee camps, etc. All

these maintain the ethos of ‘giving

back’ ingrained in them.



Partnerships
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Both Makomborero UK and Zimbabwe have been

fortunate to partner with organisations who

identify with our vision of empowering

Zimbabwe’s bright youth. As a result, whether it

is with cash or food donations, scholarships, pro-

bono advice, internship places, etc. we have

been able to not only offset costs that ensure

donations we get go a long way, but also gain 

opportunities that enhance the programme for 

our beneficiaries.  

We remain grateful for this continued 

commitment, makes what we do possible. It 

remains a privilege to be associated with each 

partner.



Makomborero in Action
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Makomborero in Action
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In accordance with the Charity

Commission’s general guidance on

public benefit, Makomborero’s

trustees confirm the impact on

people and communities with whom

we work is a key consideration

when deciding how grants are

made.

The purpose of Makomborero is to

aid the relief of financial hardship

and further the advancement of

education in Africa by making

grants of money,

in particular, but

not exclusively,

for training and

community based

projects.

Makomborero continues to meet its

charitable objectives by:

• Supporting disadvantaged

students in Zimbabwe to

complete their education by

providing fully funded A-level

scholarships in leading schools,

along with paying school fees for

a growing number of students to

remain in their existing school.

Public Benefit Statement
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• Providing accommodation, food,

uniforms, textbooks and stationary

to students and the families of

students who are beneficiaries of

the scholarship programme.

• Ensuring all students receive

guidance, support, mentoring and

opportunities to further their

education, post A-level, through the

charity’s presence in Zimbabwe.

• Supporting students in tertiary

education by offering or

securing scholarships /

grants so ambition and

opportunities are furthered

beyond their tenure with

Makomborero.

Who will benefit from our activities?

• Beneficiary students

• Families of direct beneficiaries

• Schools, colleges and universities

in Zimbabwe and beyond

• Employees of Makomborero

Zimbabwe

• Volunteers who visit and contribute

to the current project in Harare

• The wider community in Zimbabwe



Makomborero

has been

operating with

year-on-year

growth in the past

eight years of its

existence, and future plans are

based on similar trends, as well as

emerging opportunities.

Improved fundraising streams

projected will help increase capacity

and resilience of current

programmes (e.g. increase number

of students, renew aging assets,

broaden catchment area of

beneficiaries, etc.).

A key ambition is to get another

school in Harare on board, particular

geared towards accepting girls. This

will enable The Resource Centre

increase number internal student

places from 16 to 20 in four years.

We are also looking to increase the

number of places on the University

Grant Scheme, particularly after

graduating students begin to pay

back their loans. This will secure the

pathway for every student seeking to

access university.

Future Plans
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The success of the

Mobile Laboratory

indicates an unmet

demand. There is

therefore scope to impact

three districts a year with

additional units, supported by extra

teachers and lab technicians.

Our Girl Mentorship groups is

another popular scheme, and plan to

develop four groups of 40 girls per

year, impacting 190 girls over the

next five years.

Another emerging opportunity is also

being explored that may afford us

rental income through a University

Residence. This is a key strategy to

make Makomborero more

sustainable as well as address

liquidity issues by generating local

income.

These goals will be attained through

the developed capacity of the board,

in addition to harnessing existing

skills and networks within the ranks

of supporters, through SAGE. The

committed support of donors and

partners, demonstrated by increased

funds and more engagement, augurs

well for Makomborero’s future.



We maintained year-on-year increase

in revenue, by broadening revenue

streams and benefitting from major

individual and corporate donations

alike. Some of the commitments were

for multiple years, offering us long-

term stability.

Our supporters remain very engaged

with the vision, and their involvement

through the SAGE programme has

broadened horizons for access to

networks, partnerships and

opportunities.

Getting funds into Zimbabwe remains

our biggest challenge, due to

economic and political instability.

Fiscal policies brought in by the

government to address inflation and

control low liquidity in a mainly cash-

based society, has proved disruptive

to the banking system.

The shortage of hard currencies and

high unemployment has sustained

severe rationing of fuel, electricity and

general goods. Nevertheless,

Makomborero constantly reviews risks

and options for adaptable mitigations.

The year saw the

appointment of Jacquelyn

Oliveira to the Board.
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She possesses a wealth of

knowledge and experience in

accounting, particularly working

with start-ups, entrepreneurs and

private investors. Her addition has

brought drive and broadened our

networks, as well as fundraising

capacity.

Our partner Charity - Makomborero

Zimbabwe – continues to thrive,

despite tough economic conditions,

and political instability. While local

partners have struggled, the local

board has been resilient enough to

not only survive, but build new

inroads relationships. Strong

structures helped it cope with the

unfortunate death of its Chairman,

Pagiel Chimudzi

It was fulfilling to see the first

tranche of beneficiaries graduate

from university, marking a full-cycle

of support for beneficiaries. Many of

these continue to ‘give back’ to their

communities, initiating projects,

and inspiring the emerging youth.

The Resource Centre, remains the

hub for Zimbabwe operations, and

is now used to integrate our external

students with joint extracurricular

activities.

All this has been possible because

of the dedicated support of our

donors and partners; for which we

are forever grateful..
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The Board of Trustees,

founders, operational staff,

partners, beneficiaries and

supporters alike, all realise

none of what we do or

experience will ever have

come about without the

generous donations and

tireless support we receive

from you. So there’s only

one more thing to say...



“No matter the magnitude of the world’s 

problems, addressing it, ‘one life at a time’ 

makes it just that bit a better place.”

Tunde Olorunfemi
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“In closing, we attest that all relevant information required for 

the independent audit of our accounts was made available to 

the examiner, and that the resulting report is a true reflection of 

the trust’s accounts. The report was approved by the Board of 

Statement as to the disclosure of 

information to the 

Independent Examiner
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Tunde Olorunfemi

Chairman

trustees on Wednesday 8th January and signed on their behalf.”



Independent Examiner’s Report to the Trustees / Members of Makomborero
Registered Charity No. 1122176

for the year ended 5th

I report on the accounts of the Trust for the year ended 5th

the following pages.

Respective responsibilities of trustees and examiner
The charity's trustees are responsible for the preparation of the accounts in accordance with 
the Charities Act 2011 (“the Act”).
The charity’s trustees consider that an audit is not required for this year under section 144 of
the Act and that an independent examination is needed.  
It is my responsibility to: 

 examine the accounts under section 145 of the Charities Act, 
 to follow the applicable Directions given by the Charity Commission (under sec-

tion 145(5)(b) of the Act, and 
 to state whether particular matters have come to my attention.

Basis of independent examiner’s statement
My examination was carried out in accordance with general Directions given by the Charity
Commission.   An  examination  includes  a  review of  the  accounting  records  kept  by  the
charity and a comparison of the accounts presented with those records.  It also includes
consideration of any unusual items or disclosures in the accounts, and seeking explanations
from the trustees concerning any such matters.  The procedures undertaken do not provide
all the evidence that would be required in an audit, and consequently no opinion is given as
to whether the accounts present a ‘true and fair’  view and the report  is limited to those
matters set out in the statement below.

Independent examiner's statement
In connection with my examination, no material matters have come to my attention which
gives me cause to believe that in, any material respect:

 the accounting records were not kept in accordance with section 130 of the Charities
Act; or 

 the accounts did not accord with the accounting records; or
 the accounts did not comply with the applicable requirements concerning the form

and content of accounts set out in the Charities (Accounts and Reports) Regulations
2008 other than any requirement that the accounts give a ‘true and fair’ view which is
not a matter considered as part of an independent examination.

I  have  no  concerns  and  have  come  across  no  other  matters  in  connection  with  the
examination to which attention should be drawn in this report in order to enable a proper
understanding of the accounts to be reached

Peter Saltiel
Church & Charity Accounts Service
Planchadeau
23460 Saint-Pierre-Bellevue
France
Formerly 69 Portland Place, Greenhithe, Kent, DA9 9FE
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 April 2019 which are set out on

Dated   Friday 10th January 2020



MAKOMBORERO

Statement of financial activities
for the year ended 5th

Unrestricted Restricted Total Total
Notes Fund Fund 2019 2018

£ £ £ £

Income 3

Income and endowments from:
Donations and legacies 3.1 62,015        5,200         67,215        94,984        
Investments 3.3 218            -             218            193            

62,233        5,200         67,433        95,177        

Expenditure 4

Expenditure on:
Raising funds 4.1 1,671         -             1,671         4,416         

Charitable objectives 4.2 43,469        10,000        53,469        82,335        

45,140        10,000        55,140        86,751        

Net movement in funds 17,093        (4,800)        12,293        8,426         

Total funds brought forward 67,409        5,200         72,609        64,183        

Total funds carried forward 84,502        400            84,902        72,609        

All activities are regarded as continuing.

The above statement includes all recognised gains and losses during the year.

The Notes to the Accounts from part of these Financial Statements
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MAKOMBORERO

Balance Sheet as at 5th

Notes 2019 2018
£ £ £ £

CURRENT ASSETS
Bank Accounts 78,411      67,191      
Debtors 5       7,151        6,018        

85,562      73,209      
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Creditors 6       (660)          (600)          
Net Current Assets 84,902      72,609      

Total Assets 84,902      72,609      

Funds 7       

Restricted Fund 400           5,200        
Designated Fund -            30,000      
General Fund 84,502      37,409      

84,902      72,609      

Signed by two trustees on behalf of all the trustees
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MAKOMBORERO

Notes to the Accounts

1 Basis of preparation  

1.1  Basis of accounting

These accounts (financial statements) have been prepared under the historic cost
convention, with items recognised at cost or transaction, unless otherwise stated in
the relevant notes(s), value in accordance with:

a) The Charities Act 2011

b) Charities (Accounts and Reports) Regulations 2008

c) The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ire-
land: FRS102

d) Accounting and Reporting by Charities: Statement of Recommended Practice
(Charities SORP FRS 102) (effective January 2015)

1.2      Judgements and Estimations  

a) The Trustees have not made any significant judgements in the process of ap-
plying accounting policies and there are no areas of estimation uncertainty
that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying
amounts of assets and liabilities.

1.3 Going concern

a) At  the  time  of  approving  the  accounts,  the  Trustees  have  a  reasonable
expectation that the charity has sufficient reserves and that the charity is a
going concern.

1.4 Change of accounting policy

a) The accounts present a true and fair view and no changes in the basis of ac-
counting have been made during the year.

1.5 Changes to previous accounts

a) There have been no changes to the previous accounts during the financial
year.

1.6 Changes to accounting estimates

a) There have been no changes to accounting estimates.
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MAKOMBORERO

Notes to the Accounts (cont’d)

2 Accounting policies

2.1 Fund accounting

a) Unrestricted funds are donations and other income received or generated for
the objects of the charity without further specified purpose and are available
as general funds.   These are recognised at the time of receipt.  

b) Restricted funds - are to be used for the specific purposes as laid down by the
donor.  Expenditure which meets these criteria is identified to the fund.

2.2  Income

a) Voluntary income is received by way of donations and gifts and is included in
full in the Statement of Financial Activities when received.

b) Where income has related expenditure, the income and related expenditure
are reported gross in the SoFA.  

c) Income tax recoverable as Gift Aid is accounted for on a claimed basis.

d) Investment income is included in the accounts when receivable.

2.3  Expenditure

a) Charitable  expenditure  comprises  costs  incurred  by  the  charity  providing
activities and services for its beneficiaries.

b) Costs of generated funds are those costs incurred in attracting voluntary in-
come or incurred in trading activities undertaken to raise funds.

c) Support and administration costs of the charity relate to the costs of running
the charity and includes any costs which cannot be specifically identified to
another expenditure.  

d) Expenditure  is  recognised  on  an  accrual  basis  and  creditor  amounts  are
measured at settlement amounts less any trade discounts.

e) Provisions for liabilities are measured on recognition of its historical costs and
then measured at the best estimate of the amount required to settle the oblig-
ation at the reporting date.

f) No deferred income has been included in the accounts.

g) The  charity  is  not  registered  for  VAT,  so  all  costs  are  inclusive  of  VAT
charged.
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MAKOMBORERO

Notes to the Accounts (cont’d)

2 Accounting policies (cont’d)

2.3  Expenditure (cont’d)

h) Liabilities are recognised as soon as there is a legal or constructive obligation
to pay out resources.

i) Governance  costs  include  the  preparation  and  examination  of  statutory
accounts plus the costs, if any, of legal advice to trustees on the governance
or constitutional matters of the charity.

2.4 Assets

a) The charity has no tangible fixed assets.  

b) Debtors  are  measured  on  initial  recognition  at  settlement,  or  a  time
apportioned basis.

c) Cash means cash in hand and at Bank.

2.7 Liabilities

a) Current liabilities are obligations to pay for goods or services within one year.

b) The charity has no non-current liabilities.
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MAKOMBORERO

Notes to the Accounts (cont’d)

3 Analysis of income 

Unrestricted Restricted Total Total
Fund Fund 2019 2018

£ £ £ £

3.1 Donations and legacies
One off donations 46,126       5,200         51,326       68,080       
Regular donations 14,755       -             14,755       11,924       
Gift Aid reclaims 1,134         -             1,134         14,980       

62,015       5,200         67,215       94,984       

3.2 Investments
Interest 218            -             218            193            

218            -             218            193            

Total income 62,233       5,200         67,433       95,177       

4 Analysis of expenditure 

Unrestricted Restricted Total Total
Fund Fund 2019 2018

£ £ £ £

4.1 Raising funds
Fundraising costs 1,671         -             1,671         4,416         

1,671         -             1,671         4,416         

4.2 Charitable activities
Grants made to partners in Zimbabwe 34,384       10,000       44,384       67,513       
Zimbabwe resources 1,624         -             1,624         -             
Mark & Laura Albertyn support 5,250         -             5,250         11,071       

41,258       10,000       51,258       78,584       
4.3 Support costs 2,211         -             2,211         3,751         

43,469       10,000       53,469       82,335       

4.3 Support costs
Printing, postage, stationery & website 498            -             498            1,463         

Accountancy 660            -             660            600            

Insurance 215            -             215            -             

Travel 838            -             838            1,688         
2,211         -             2,211         3,751         

Total expenditure 45,140       10,000       55,140       86,751       
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MAKOMBORERO

Notes to the Accounts (cont’d)

5 Debtors 

Total Total

£ £

Tax reclaims 6,018         2,879         

6 Creditors 

Total Total

£ £ £ £

Accruals 600            550            

7 Funds

6 April Income Expenditure Transfers 5 April
£ £ £ £ £

Unrestricted 67,409       62,233       (45,140)      -             84,502       
Restricted:

Zimbabwe Support 5,200         5,200         (10,000)      -             400            
72,609       67,433       (55,140)      -             84,902       

8 Staff costs

The charity has no employees and therefore no employee was paid more than £60,000.

9 Trustee remuneration

No trustee has been paid any remuneration or received any other benefits from an employ-
ment with their charity or a related entity during the year.

No trustee expenses have been incurred during the year.
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